
MINI GROCERY STORE BUSINESS PLAN PHILIPPINES

The Philippines is well-known for being fond of eating, grocery shopping, basically Read: Small Business you can start
next week at your home considering selling things you usually see in convenience stores like or Mini Stop.

Be Service Oriented What sets convenience stores apart from the sari-sari store, or even those big grocery
stores, is customer service. Opportunities: You can provide dry cleaning, ironing and other related services for
additional income. Opportunities: Growth depends entirely on the area you are covering and the range of
products you are carrying. Ukay-ukay products normally consist of used clothes, shoes, bags and accessories
which are usually imported from other countries and are sold at a very cheap price, depending on the quality
and type of product. Click the links for Business Ideas and Investment Options for more valuable inputs. Say
you have a plan of using P,  Your costumers will be more willing to spend money when they feel they can
grab what they need conveniently from your store. Find a location that is in or near a shopping center,
restaurant, bakery, candy store, bookstore or coffee shop â€” especially those related to your niche. Laundry
shop A laundry shop business has proven itself to be more than just a fad. There are still a lot more of items to
sell and you will discover it once the customer asks you for it, as of now stick to the said products and
gradually add later until you can fill the demands of the customers. Get ready too to have occasional
promotions and offers. Equipment for Your Store The type of equipment you need for your grocery store
depends on what you plan to sell. Advertising for Your Grocery Advertising for your grocery store startup
begins at the shelf level. For this type of business, it is very important to try to be as near your market as
possible. This means item placement is important. Having a convenience store means anticipating a round the
clock activity. As you get your supplies directly from a distributor, you have obtained a good discount with the
cost of your products. Online freelance services Thanks to the Internet, opportunities for freelancers can cross
borders, oceans, and continents. Like in any other SME business it is important to find an ideal location for
your business, but since this is a mini grocery you can start this in front of your home, just make sure that
there are people who are willing to buy what you are selling, if you are living in a remotely secluded place
then consider renting a small place in a residential area, around one thousand five hundred to two thousand
pesos a month for a rent in a populated area will give you are good profit as long as you manage your store
well. That would already be a pretty good amount considering selling things you usually see in convenience
stores like or Mini Stop. If you failed to choose the right location then don't start your grocery business in the
wrong area because you will only lose your investments and it will give you a lot of frustrations, remember
that for a business to become profitable, right location is a must! Conduct research on the nature and
classification of drugs and begin by stocking up on each category of medicine i. As a grocery store, you have
to get your stocks directly from a distributor. Load retailer The Philippines is one of the countries with the
most number of active mobile users. In our case, we opened our grocery in our house font. It is the best
deterrent to a thief and excellent protection for your investments. The downside of selling rice is that it can
spoil easily, and its quality will deteriorate in three months. Once you get established and the projects coming
in are more than you can handle, you can outsource work to your network and earn from them by charging an
overriding commission. Your Market Of course, you need also to consider the people that would be
patronizing your business. To make it easier for you, go get a pen and paper and list down all the products you
want to sell and list down the price. You should also have a clean and sanitized storage area to ensure that
bugs and grain weevils do not infiltrate your stockpile. Some store owners buy their items in Pure Gold or
public market, you can do so but its much better to canvas first so you will be sure. Make sure you have the
following: Sugar - Asukal na puti, segunda, pula and negro. General partnership. When location is already
done, then its time to start searching for the products you want to sell. Avoid dipping into your savings when
trying a business venture. Depending on your expertise, you can start an online company that provides
freelance services. This type of business is owned and operated by an individual. However, as a franchisee,
you still have to spend more for the rental space and the crew that will work the store for you. Maintain a good
number of stocks to keep a constant flow of commodities. The concept is simple, buy low, sell high, make
sure you are gaining profit in order to run your business, read this blog post and learn more on how to manage
and earn from your grocery store business. Permits You have to hold licenses to operate your business. You
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would also have to secure a license from the National Food Authority NFA and to acquire the necessary
government registration and permits. Finding Suppliers You need a strong and reliable network of distributors
to get the goods for your store. Also, keep eyes on customers buying patterns.


